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WINTHROP UNIVERSITY 
LOUISE PETTUS ARCHIVES & SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
 
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION 
 
ACC. NO.:  206      PROCESSED BY:  Ann Yarborough and Anthony  
Torres 
ADDITIONS:  __ __ __     DATE:  August 9, 1978 and March 26, 2019 
NO. OF SECTIONS:  4 
 
JOHN R. SCHORB PAPERS 
 
I 
 
 The papers of John R. Schorb were received as a deposit by the Archives from Mrs. Mary Kell Wade on 
August 8, 1978. 
 
Linear feet of shelf occupied:  2.25 
Approximate no. of pieces:  2,000 
 
 Restrictions:  Open to researchers under the rules and regulations of the Louise Pettus Archives & 
Special Collections at Winthrop University. 
 
 Literary Rights:  For information concerning literary rights please contact the Louise Pettus Archives & 
Special Collections at Winthrop University. 
 
 Notices were released to the following journals and catalogs: NUCMC on August 9, 1978. (See 
Collection Control File for any additional notices.) 
 
 Scope and Content Note:  The John R. Schorb Papers includes a genealogy, articles, letters, photos, 
and newspaper clippings on the life and work of John R. Schorb, one of America’s first photographers. 
Of particular interest are his poems and compositions, which gave insight into his personal philosophy 
and attitudes, and his math and science projects of his college years. Note the change in the spelling of the 
family name from Shorb to Schorb. 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
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II 
 
DESCRIPTION OF SERIES 
 
Boxes  Folders Series         Year(s) 
 
1 1 BIOGRAPHICAL FILE       1844-1850, nd 
Contains a letter of recommendation for John R. Schorb as a qualified 
teacher, Certificate of Induction into the Odd Fellows, and a copy of 
the 1908 Aristo Eagle containing some of Schorb’s work. Also 
included are newspaper clippings, obituaries and a note concerning the 
death of Schorb’s wife, Mary. In addition, there are several 
biographical sketches concerning Schorb. 
 
1 2 PERSONAL FAMILY LETTERS      1849-1853, nd 
Contains personal correspondence, mathematical computations and 
eclipse calculations. Of particular interests are poems and 
compositions written by Schorb at college. In addition are Greek and 
German translations of certain text done by Schorb 
 
1 3 COLLEGE CATALOGUES       1844, 1906, 1908,  
Includes an 1844 College Catalogue from Hamilton College. In 
addition are newspaper clippings concerning Schorb’s teaching and 
photography career. Also included are biographical sketches. 
 
1 4 BOOK          1849 
A book written by John R. Schorb entitled The History and Practice of 
Art and Photography. The book instructs photographers on how to use 
Daguerrean and photogenic photography on both metal plates and 
paper.  
 
2 5-7 PHOTOGRAPHS        1841-1960 
Includes pictures of family members as well as others, and some 
reproductions of Schorb’s tintype and daguerreotype photographs. 
glass negatives, daguerreotypes, tintypes.  
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II 
 
DESCRIPTION OF SERIES (cont.) 
 
Boxes  Folders Series         Year(s) 
 
OPALOTYPES, DAGURREOTYPES, TINTYPES & GLASS 
PLATE NEGATIVES 
*Please use digital surrogates in lieu of the fragile originals. The 
originals are not stored with the general collections. 
**see Appendix I and Appendix II for a listing of each image. 
 
3 -- IMAGES 1-39:  SMALL OPALOTYPES, DAGURREOTYPES,  1840s-1900s 
TINTYPES & GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES 
Includes a wide range of daguerreotypes mostly seated portraits of 
both genders, several of interest: #1, 15, 20. Several daguerreotypes on 
porcelain or tin. Images #29-39 contain a child believed to be Nellie. 
The daguerreotypes end at #22. 
 
4 -- IMAGES 40-83: SMALL GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES    1880s-1905 
Includes a continuation of Schorb’s portraits and several unique 
images including one believed to be Schorb in his darkroom (#72), 
several of interest, #52, 54, 72. Note the presence congruous 
backdrops in portraits and the use of authentic landscape in some dates 
could not be determined for #72-83. 
 
5 -- IMAGES 84-112:  MEDIUM GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES  1870s-1900s 
Includes more portraits, a higher number of children present in this set. 
Shares similarities with previous sets which validate Schorb as a 
portrait photographer. Several images of interest include, #92, 107. 
Image 107 is the only catalogued Schorb image depicting an African 
American man, it was taken in the 1890s. 
 
6 -- IMAGES 113-135:  MEDIUM GLASS PLATE NEGATIVE  1890s-1906 
Largely portrait based with a few landscapes and photographs of 
architecture. Dates could not be determined for images #118-135. 
Several images of interest, #114, 118, 129, 133, 135. In this series, 
there are several images of York, SC (then Yorkville). 
 
7-8 -- IMAGES 136-215: LARGE TINTYPES AND GLASS PLATE   1860s-1900s 
NEGATIVES 
Includes large tintypes and glass plate negatives depicting mostly 
portraits, but includes some local scenes including King’s Mountain 
and First Presbyterian Church in York, SC. 
*Image 215: King’s Mountain Battlefield is in a separate container 
stored in Box 2. 
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9 -- WOODEN GLASS NEGATIVE STORAGE BOXES   ca. late 1800s 
This series consists of three wooden storage boxes that John Schorb 
stored his daguerreotypes and glass plate negatives. The boxes may 
have been the original boxes he purchased the daguerretypes and glass 
plate negatives in. One box does have an original label, “Scovill 
Manufactoring Co. Waterbury, Conneticut and 57 Maiden Lane, New 
York, Daguerreotype Platers. SS. 2 Doz. –Extra – 4 ¼ x 5 ½”. The two 
smaller boxes (5 x 4 ¾ x 3 1/3” and 4 ½ x 3 ¾ x 3 ¾”) and stored in 
the larger box (10 x 8 x 7 ¾”)  
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 1    Opalotype on milk glass - older woman portrait  ca. 1840s 
 
 
3 2    seated female portrait      ca. 1840s 
 
 
3 3    portrait of seated woman (tarnished)    ca. 1840s 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 4    male portrait jacket - stamped “L.B. BINNSSE  ca. 1850s 
     & Co. NY” “20” 
 
 
3 5    young male portrait- stamped “SCOVILL MFG Co.” ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 6    seated female portrait      ca. 1850s 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
3 7     seated formal male      ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 8    seated male portrait      ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 9    seated male portrait       ca. 1850s 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 10    seated female portrait       ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 11    seated (twin?) girls with roses - stamped   nd 
     “SCOVILL MFG Co.” 
 
 
3 12    seated girl with open book portrait - poor quality   ca. 1850s 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 13    portrait of child? - fingerprinted     ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 14    portrait of child? - fingerprinted     ca. 1850s 
 
 
3 15    picture of a portrait of General Lee     ca. 1860s  
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 16    seated portrait of Confederate Soldier - illegible   ca. 1860s 
     stamping 
 
 
3 17    seated woman with seaside backdrop    ca. 1860s 
 
 
3 18    seated portrait of young male - tarnished    nd 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 19    Tintype- seated woman with book     nd 
 
 
3 20    bespectacled woman with ship's wheel    nd 
 
 
3 21    heavily fingerprinted        nd 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 22    indistinguishable subject      nd 
 
 
3 22B    Tintype: Indiscerible Image     nd 
 
7 141    Tin Type Portrait of young John Schorb   nd 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 142    Tin type with no discernible image    nd 
 
 
7 163    Tin type with no discernible image    nd 
 
 
7 164    large – Tin type with no discernible image   nd 
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APPENDIX I 
 
OPALOTYPE, DAGUERREOTYPES, AND TINTYPES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 165    large – Tin type with no discernible image    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 23    seated woman in calico shirt      ca. 1870s 
 
 
3 24    woman seated at bare table      ca. 1870s 
 
 
3 25    seated woman with hat      ca. 1870s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 26    seated woman with Organina music box    ca. 1870s 
 
 
3 27    portrait of standing girl      ca. 1870s 
 
 
3 28    children, governess, mother?      ca. 1870s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 29     John Schorb and Nellie(?) on swing    ca. 1880s © 
 
 
3 30     portrait of girl (Nellie?) on porch railing  Dec. 1883 
 
 
3 31    Schorb seated with Nellie      ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 32    girl (Nellie?) seated on brick wall with umbrella   ca. 1880s 
     and paper fan  
 
 
3 33    young boy and girl (Nellie?) seated     ca. 1880s 
 
 
3 34    seated portrait of Nellie      ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 35    seated portrait of girl (Nellie?) and umbrella   ca. 1880s 
 
 
3 36    seated girl (Nellie?) on rocking horse    ca. 1880s 
 
 
3 37    Schorb and Nellie on swing      ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
3 38    Schorb and granddaughter with swing (Nellie?)   ca. 1880s 
 
 
3 39    little girl (Nellie?) reading on couch     ca. 1880s 
 
 
3 40    girl and boy seated on brick wall     ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 41    five children with cardboard frame on porch   ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 42    girl with parasol seated on porch     ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 43    woman with child on swing      ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 44    children on steps with older woman and toys   ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 45    portrait of adolescent boy      ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 46    double image capture girl with umbrella    ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 47    young girl with umbrella - see #46     ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 48    seated girl with floral table      ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 49    seated female with floral tablecloth     ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 50    female reading at floral table      ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 51    portrait of standing female with floral tablecloth   ca. 1880s 
 
 
4 51B    portrait of woman with floral tablecloth    ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 52    costumed dolls       ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 53    doll posed standing with chair     ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 54    swaddled doll sleeping      ca. 1890s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 55    couple in window      ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 56    Schorb seated in window with book     ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 57    woman in window       ca. 1890s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 58    seated girl in window with umbrella     ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 59    Schorb with window       ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 60    female in window with paper fan     ca. 1890s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 61    woman in window       ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 62    portrait of woman in window     ca. 1890s\ 
 
 
4 63    female portrait scarf and buttons     ca. 1890s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 64    girl with wildflowers      Apr. 1891 
 
 
4 65    seated child mobile feet     June 1891 
 
 
4 66    woman seated with small child    June 1891 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 67    woman seated with small child    June 1891 
 
 
4 68    seated child against backdrop (mobile feet)    June 1891 
 
 
4 69    seated older woman - inscribed "Oct '9X"    Oct. 189? 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 70    small - portrait of John Schorb in hat    ca. 1890s 
 
 
4 71    Schorb seated       1905 
 
 
4 72    Schorb in darkroom with equipment     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 73    seated woman with fingerprint     nd 
 
 
4 74    male portrait with mustache      nd 
 
 
4 75    seated male with mustache      nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 76    seated male (Schorb?) with beard    nd 
 
 
4 77    portrait of male with dark facial hair - inscribed "2021"  nd 
 
 
4 78    portrait of mustached male     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 79    young girl with umbrella     nd 
 
 
4 80    costumed figure portrait     nd 
 
 
4 81    infant (blurry) – overexposed     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
4 82    several children - poor condition     nd 
 
 
4 83    seated boy outside with shoe polish     nd 
 
 
5 84    initiation ritual (International Order of Odd Fellows) ca. 1870s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 85    portrait of two women      ca. 1870s 
 
 
5 86    portrait of seated woman with lace scarf -   ca. 1870s 
     inscribed “1206” 
 
 
5 87    seated woman wearing hat      ca. 1870s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 88    seated woman at bare table      ca. 1870s 
 
 
5 89    darkened image of woman holding child    ca. 1870s 
 
 
5 90    child sitting on chair with hat on knee    ca. 1870s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 91    seated man, balding with mustache     ca. 1870s 
 
 
5 92    Couple in uniform outside of Schorb’s house   ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 93    portrait of child on swing      Dec. 1883 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 94    baby on couch       Oct. 1886 
 
 
5 95    little girl with doll and shadows     ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 96    heavily tarnished - woman on stairs with child   ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 97    heavily tarnished - child seated in backyard    ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 98    tarnished/cracking - woman outside holding infant   ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 99    backyard family scene      ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 100    girl in garden with hat      ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 101    kneeling man with bowler hat and child    ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 102    female portrait on front porch     ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 103    gentleman on porch with dog     ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 104    girl in window with dog on ladder     ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 105    portrait of girl on rocking horse     ca. 1880s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 106    portrait of baby in buggy      ca. 1880s 
 
 
5 107    African-American male seated with hat    ca. 1890s 
 
 
5 108    portrait of woman with bow      1892 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 109    woman and child in buggy      ca. 1890s 
 
 
5 110    woman and child in backyard with sled (Schorb   ca.1890s 
     house/in York, SC) 
 
 
5 111    woman in buggy with child      ca. 1890s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
5 112    woman wearing hat seated on stairs with child   ca. 1890s 
 
 
6 113    girl seated in window with umbrella and plant   Aug. 1890 
 
 
6 114    Schorb sitting-elderly      ca. 1900s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 115    elderly Schorb      ca. 1900s 
 
 
6 116    figures in Moore Park corner of King's Mountain  Jan. 1906 
 
 
6 117    three female students with bicycles     ca. 1900s 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 118    photo of dog on couch      nd 
 
 
6 119    dog in backyard with afterglow     nd 
 
 
6 120    Schorb’s house from street      nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 121    woman seated with child - water damage   nd 
 
 
6 122    seated child with platinum hair     nd 
 
 
6 123    girl seated on window beside plant     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 124    girl seated with fishing backdrop     nd 
 
 
6 125    baby seated on blanket outside    nd 
 
 
6 126    girl seated on wall behind plant - oil damage   nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 127    portrait of woman dressed in black     nd 
 
 
6 128    tattered image of woman holding baby    nd 
 
 
6 129    man in hat with baby buggy      nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 130    seated man with mutton chops     nd 
 
 
6 131    portrait of Schorb with sideburns    nd 
 
 
6 132    couple in buggy with dog      nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
6 133    dog posed lying on bed - partially colorized greenery  nd 
 
 
6 134    doll portrait        nd 
 
 
6 135    four female students with bicycles    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 136A    Schorb with young girl on swing    nd 
 
 
7 136B    Damaged portrait of young girl in hat   May 7, 1904 
 
 
7 137    Portrait of woman with feather hat    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 138    Infant in carriage      nd 
 
 
7 139    Portrait of woman in feathered hat    nd 
 
 
7 140    Damaged portrait of infant     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 143    Photo of infant in chair outside    nd 
 
 
7 144    Schorb with granddaughter Nellie    nd 
 
 
7 145    Damaged portrait of Schorb’s granddaughter Nellie  nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 146    Portrait of man with mutton chops    Feb. 1892 
 
 
7 147    Portrait of Schorb      Feb. 1888 
 
 
7 148    Portrait of young man      Sept. 1900 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 149    Portrait of woman with hat and tie    nd 
 
 
7 150    Portrait of woman in dress     nd 
 
 
7 151    Portrait of woman in wedding dress    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 152    Portrait of man with imperial     nd 
 
 
7 153    Portrait of infant, maybe Nellie?    Nov. 1894 
 
 
7 154    Portrait of John Schorb     nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 155    Portrait of man and woman     nd 
 
 
7 156    Photo of child with dog outside    nd 
 
 
7 157    Photo of two women reading letter    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 158    Glass Plate Negative of a Woman in a Bottle  nd 
 
 
7 159    Portrait of maid      nd 
 
 
7 160    Photo of two young girls in studio    nd 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 161    Portrait of woman in black     nd 
 
 
7 162    Portrait of posing woman     nd 
 
 
7 166    Portrait of man with imperial     Feb. 1892 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 167    Portrait of man with top hat     nd 
 
 
7 168    Portrait of woman in white     nd 
 
 
7 169    Portrait of woman in furs     Dec. 1900 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 170    Portrait of young girl on swing    nd 
 
 
7 171    Portrait of posing woman in dress    Aug. 7, 1892 
 
 
7 172    Photo of bush outside of house    nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 173    Photo of bush outside of house    nd 
 
 
174     Portrait of woman in dress and hat    nd 
 
 
7 175    Portrait of woman with hair bow    Sept. 1904 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
7 176    Portrait of two girls with dresses and hats   nd 
 
 
8 177    Portrait of infant on couch     nd 
 
 
8 178    Portrait of woman in black with flowers and umbrella nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 179    Photo of two young girls on railing    Aug. 1890 
 
 
8 180    Portrait of young child     nd 
 
 
8 181    Photo of Schorb with young girl    nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 182    Damaged photo of child in carriage    nd 
 
 
8 183    Portrait of Schorb      nd 
 
 
8 184    Portrait of brunette child in white    nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 185    Photo of girl in white dress     nd 
 
 
8 186    Portrait of woman with furs and hat    Jan. 1904 
 
 
8 187    Photo of woman in white dress    Sept. 1904 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 188    Photo of woman holding infant on porch   nd 
 
 
8 189    Portrait of woman holding book    nd 
 
 
8 190    Photo of woman in white dress holding flowers  Oct. 1894 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 191    Photo of woman in dress with hands behind back  nd 
 
 
8 192    Photo of woman in dress with hat with hands behind back nd 
 
 
8 193    Photo of child in dress leaning on table   June 1902 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 194    Photo of woman in dress with hat and hands on table nd 
 
 
8 195    Photo of woman in dress with hands behind back  Nov. 1906 
 
 
8 196    Portrait of infant with cap     nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 197    Portrait of infant with cap on chair    nd 
 
 
8 198    Photo of child standing on chair    nd 
 
 
8 199    Profile portrait of woman in white dress   nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 200    Portrait of woman with child     nd 
 
 
8 201    Portrait of child with cross necklace    nd 
 
 
8 202    Portrait of woman in dress sitting in chair   June 1904 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 203A    Portrait of sitting boy      nd 
 
 
8 203B    Portrait of young woman in garden    Mar. 1891 
 
 
8 204    Portrait of children in formal wear    nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 205    Portrait of woman with foreign clothes   nd 
 
 
8 206    Stereoscopic photograph of group outside of shed  nd 
 
 
8 207    Portrait of woman in bridal dress    nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 208    Woman in feathered hat     ca. 1890s 
 
 
8 209    First Presbyterian in York, SC    1861 
 
 
8 210    Three girls with bicycles     ca. 1890s 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 211    Girl in hat with large ribbon     nd 
 
 
8 212    Portrait of girl in white dress     nd 
 
 
8 213    Portrait of woman and child     nd 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 214    Slightly damaged photo of infant in carriage   nd 
 
 
2 215     large – King’s Mountain Battlefield    ca1860 
 
 
8 216    Milk Glass Opalotype (4 ¼ x 5 ½”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 217    Milk Glass Opalotype (4 ¼ x 5 ½”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
 
8 218    Milk Glass Opalotype (4 ¼ x 3 ¼”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
 
8 219    Milk Glass Opalotype (4 ¼ x 3 ¼”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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APPENDIX II 
 
GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 220    Milk Glass Opalotype (3 ¼ x 2 ¾”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
 
8 221    Milk Glass Opalotype (3 ¼ x 2 ¾”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
 
8 222    Milk Glass Opalotype (2 ½ x 2”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
John R. Schorb Papers, Acc 206 
Manuscript Collection, Winthrop University Archives 
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GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES (cont.) 
 
Box Image Number  Subject       Year 
 
8 223    Milk Glass Opalotype (2 ½ x 2”) Unused   ca. late 1800s 
 
 
